2012-13 Curricular Enhancement Grants: Awardees and Projects

Carole Learned-Miller (EDC) Develop curriculum to teach students science and math through outdoor experiments and projects. Encourage a project-based learning approach through engaging with the environment.

David Smith (BIO) & Katherine Schneider (ART) Create an interdisciplinary study of invertebrates by bringing students and faculty together to share their perspectives and knowledge. Collaborate to paint and develop information signage to place in Burton lobby for visitors.

Annaliese Beery (PSY) Bring students to the MacLeish field station to study and sample animal behavior. Engage students in thinking about how environment and life-history affect hormones.

Justin Cammy (JUD) Teach a course on Judaism and Environmentalism which explores environmental ideas, imperatives, and philosophical problems posed by the Torah, Talmud, medieval philosophers and mystics connecting these problems to present day.

Justin Cammy (GES) Bring students in Jerusalem to connect with Professor Laster, who will give a tour through areas from urban centers through desert wilderness and across political boundaries of conflict, studying water.